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Mars
The
red
planet will
be setting
very close to sunset this
month shining faint in
the evening twilight. On
July 13th, the planet will
be in front of Beehive
cluster and a good
opportunity
to
photograph.

Venus

50 Years of Crewed Lunar landing
On July 21st 1969, Neil Armstrong became the first human to
step on the moon. It has been 50 years since then…
Apollo 11 was the spaceflight that landed the first two people on the Moon.
Commander Neil Armstrong and lunar module pilot Buzz Aldrin, both American,
landed the Apollo Lunar Module Eagle on July 20, 1969, at 20:17 UTC. Armstrong
became the first person to step onto the lunar surface six hours later on July 21 at
02:56:15 UTC; Aldrin joined him 19 minutes later. They spent about two and a
quarter hours together outside the spacecraft, and collected 47.5 pounds (21.5 kg)
of lunar material to bring back to Earth. Command module pilot Michael Collins
flew the command module Columbia alone in lunar orbit while they were on the
Moon's surface. Armstrong and Aldrin spent 21.5 hours on the lunar surface before
rejoining Columbia in lunar orbit

Moon phases and dates
Important phases and dates for Moon to plan your observation
03/07/19

New Moon

00:46

09/07/19

First Quarter

16:24

17/07/19

Full Moon

03:08

25/07/19

Third Quarter

06:48
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Venus is very
close to Sun
as it is
transitioning
from morning skies to
evening skies. It is not
advised to observe
Venus

Jupiter
Jupiter will
be rising in
the evening,
displaying
the characteristics it is
loved for. The gaseous
giant is very close to the
milky way arm of scorpio
and hence the
constellation and the
arm can be spotted
easily from rural skies..

Saturn
Saturn will
be rising just
after sunset
and on July 9th will be at
its brightest. Saturn will
be visible for entire
night giving observers a
great chance to view its
features. The opposition
is on July 9th.
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Partial Lunar Eclipse of
July 16-17, 2019

ISRO to launches
Chandrayaan 2 this July

The partial lunar eclipse will be visible to most parts of
India starting just past midnight between July 16 and 17.
The eclipse will be visible for over 4 hours covering about
68% of Obscuration and the partial stage will continue for
a little under and hour.
The monsoon clouds will be a threat to otherwise very
beautiful opportunity see the celestial wonders and enjoy
the event. The Eclipse will be visible from across India
however the eastern part of India will only be able to see
the fist part of eclipse while the last part of eclipse will not
be visible. The western part of India will witness the
entire eclipse however the last part of eclipse will be
visible very low in the horizon. Visit www.astro-phile.edu
for webcast on the night of July 16-17.

Chandrayaan-2, India’s second lunar mission, has three
modules namely Orbiter, Lander (Vikram) & Rover
(Pragyan). The Orbiter and Lander modules will be
interfaced mechanically and stacked together as an
integrated module and accommodated inside the GSLV
MK-III launch vehicle.
The Rover is housed inside the Lander. After launch into
earth bound orbit by GSLV MK-III, the integrated module
will reach Moon orbit using Orbiter propulsion module.
All the modules are getting ready for Chandrayaan-2
launch during the window of July 09, to July 16, 2019,
with an expected Moon landing on September 06, 2019.

ANNULAR ECLIPSE OF DECEMBER 26
Yesterday (July 2nd) was the first solar eclipse of the year 2019 and 6 months from now, on December 26th, there
will be another central eclipse called Annular Solar Eclipse will be
occurring. The total eclipse of yesterday was visible from South
American nations of Chile and Argentina. The December eclipse will be
visible from South Indian states of Kerala, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
The eclipse will take place just a day after Christmas and it will be first
central eclipse in nearly a decade. The eclipse will be starting in the
Gulf and will end in Indonesia.
There are many experiments and activities planned to observe and
learn more about from this eclipse. The most important of all will be
“Lunar Limb Profiling” which will enable us to understand the Lunar
surface more prominently. This data will help us predict future eclipses
with more accurately and timing will be precise.
The second experiment will be to attempt to establish the value of
“Astronomical Unit - The distance between Earth and Sun” using the
very simple methods used by the mathematicians from 16th and 17th
century. Another great experiment would be to assess the gravitational
lensing and also to establish Einstein’s “General Theory of Relativity”. We will observe the Sun and the eclipse in
Visible, H-Alpha and Radio to observe and understand better. The radio observations will give a continuous and
uninterrupted data from Sun even in the case of clouds and clouds rarely aﬀect the radio waves coming from space.
If you are interesting for your students in participating for these experiments, kindly reach us at information below.
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